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Cyberattacks have evolved into a threat for modern society, as they affect both

individuals and organizations alike. Attacks can have a multitude of different

forms, ranging from denial of service to ransomware, and target government,

critical infrastructure, businesses or private environments. As this threat cannot

be ignored, it should be detected as early as possible, to prevent damage as much

as possible. As attacks often employ multiple stages, that compromise more and

more machines and/or remove more and more lines of defense, early detection

seems all the more necessary. At the same time, attacks, especially if evolving

over many weeks, try to stay undetected and hence employ many measures in or-

der not to raise suspicion, which renders detection a difficult endeavor. When an

attack is detected, an appropriate response is necessary, which can be as straight-

forward and painful as disconnecting the victim from the network, but also can

take many other forms, up to offensive countermeasures that try to attack the

attacker. Both attacks and countermeasures include technical and social means,

as it is sometimes easier to find out e.g. the structure of a company network by

interviewing careless employees than by performing a cyber reconnaissance.
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This special issue targets actual research on the detection of and response

to cyberattacks on all levels (e.g., individuals, organizations, ISPs, and critical

infrastructure) that addresses technical, social or both aspects (including, e.g.,

social engineering and spear phishing detection). The call for papers for this spe-

cial issue was distributed over relevant mailing lists, call-for-paper distribution

websites, personal and university websites, and on the homepage of the journal.

In addition to submissions of new articles, extended versions of accepted papers

from the Central European Cybersecurity Conference CECC 2018 have been in-

vited for submission under the condition of providing at least 50% new content.

All submissions were peer-reviewed by experts in the domain.

Based on the reviews and our own judgment, five articles were selected for

publication in this special issue. Steffen Wendzel, Florian Link, Daniela Eller

and Wojciech Mazurczyk studied network covert channels that enable stealthy

communications for malware and data exfiltration, and introduced the concept

of countermeasure variation, i.e., a slight modification of a given countermea-

sure designed to detect covert channels of a specific hiding pattern (a family

of similar hiding techniques) in a way that it can also detect covert channels

representing other hiding patterns. Tomáš Bajtoš, Pavol Sokol, Andrej Gajdoš,

Kataŕına Lučivjanská and Terézia Mézešová analyzed data collected by a tel-

net honeynet to determine specific attributes of telnet botnets’ behavior during

initial and secondary infection, and designed a model for profiling threat agents

into telnet botnets groups. Samo Tomažič and Igor Bernik developed a novel

Cyberattack Response Model to be used by Slovenias nuclear safety regulator

and the regulator responsible for the physical protection of nuclear facilities, and

nuclear and radioactive materials. Anže Mihelič, Matej Jevšček, Simon Vrhovec

and Igor Bernik conducted a case study in a large Central European manufac-

turing company and observed the targeted employees and IT department staffs

response to a phishing campaign. Halima Ibrahim Kure and Shareeful Islam pro-

posed a novel cybersecurity risk management approach integrating cyber threat

intelligence information with risk management activities, and demonstrated its

applicability in collaboration with a power holding company in Nigeria.
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